
COUNCIL MINUTES 

FEBRUARY 5, 2001 

 

The regular City Council meeting was held on Monday, February 5, 2001 at 7 PM in the Euclid 

City Hall Council Chamber.  President Cervenik presided. 

 

Members Present: Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic, 

Cervenik. 

Excused: McGarry 

Councilwoman Miller moved to excuse Councilwoman McGarry.  Councilman Gruber 

seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Others Present: Mayor Oyaski, Law Director Murphy, Finance Director Balazs, Service 

Director Gulich, Parks & Recreation Director DeMinico, CS&ED Director 

Koran, Administrative Director Johnson, Building Commissioner 

Apanasewicz, Zoning Commissioner Hayes, Housing Manager Tollerup, 

Fire Chief Dworning, Police Chief Maine, Asst. Service Director Driscoll, 

Sgt.-at-Arms Stankus, Clerk of Council Cahill. 

 

COUNCIL MINUTES 

Councilwoman Miller moved to receive and approve the Council Minutes of January 16, 2001.   

Councilwoman Valencic seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Council has received a new C1, C2 liquor permit for Quik Stop at 26163 Euclid Ave.   

Councilman Korosec – This is my area and I really have several questions that I haven’t got 

answered yet as to the owner at this specific location.  At this time I am not going to be 

requesting passage.  We do not have to respond until February 28, 2001, so I’d like to hold this 

until the next Council Meeting. 

   

Council received the following communications: 

A letter from State Representative Ed Jerse supporting Tom & Susan Evert dance company. 

A letter from the Euclid Hunger Center thanking  Euclid Firefighters for their tremendous 

donation of canned goods for the holiday season. 

From Director Koran to Supt. Stanic, notification of pending legislation for the granting of tax 

abatement to Euclid Heat Treating Co. 

Notice from Division of Liquor Control rescheduling the hearing of Emerald Pub & Steak 

House. 

A summary of legislation on tonight’s agenda by Law Director Murphy 

 

ADMINISTRATION REPORTS & COMMUNICATIONS 

Mayor Oyaski – I would like to welcome the gentleman on my left, Mr. Gulich, the new Service 

Director who has been hard at work since last Thursday, who will begin with a brief report. 

 

Director Gulich – February 19th will be a holiday for lots of people, President’s Day.  It will not 

be a holiday for our garbagemen, so please keep in mind you will have regular garbage pick-up 

the week of the 19th.  Also I would like to note that we are trying to get caught up with the final 

leaves when the snow first started to fall.  We’ve had a pretty good melt down.  We got caught 

up.  I would like to encourage all residents to please bag remaining leaves you have and put them 

into your trash.  We’ll be glad to pick them up.  We ask that you put them into the trash and that 

will help us out a lot.  Thank you. 

 

Director Koran – Tonight at 6:00 the Architectural Review Board had a special meeting to 

review some revised plans that you have all read about regarding the new grocery store in 

downtown on Shore Center.  I’m happy to say that the Architectural Review Board approved the 

design tonight for the new Topps.  We will see construction begin in the spring. It will be open in 

the fall.  There are some minor details we have to work out with Robert Spies and the Company, 

but I’m very happy to say they are eager to approve the revised plans tonight. 

 

Chief Maine – A couple of weeks ago Councilwoman Miller asked for an update on the 

handicapped parking.  That ordinance took effect in March, 2000.  The police department during 

the 9 month period from March to the end of December issued approximately 200 handicapped 

parking tickets.  During the same time period the year before, there was about 175 tickets.  There 

was actually an increase of about 25 tickets.   
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Chief Maine - At $50 a ticket, if its the intention of the Council to hopefully have a greater 

compliance with the law, I don’t think at this point the ordinance change has taken care of it.  It 

is whatever the wishes of the Council is whether they want to leave it the way it is or re-

introduce legislation to increase the fine. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – The Finance Committee Meetings for the budget, you have the booklet for the 

upcoming budget hearings.  The first hearing will be February 12th, the second on February 26th 

and the third on February 28th.  I do want to advise the Council, at the request of Councilman 

Korosec, I’ve looked very carefully at the budget to try to find money for curbs and resurfacing.  

I’ve asked the Service Director to go out and advertise for bids for curbs and resurfacing.  

Obviously Council has the final decision, but it is going to be my recommendation that we use 

funds in the Endowment fund, originally slated for Erwine, for curbs and resurfacing this year.  

While we study and make final arrangements for Erwine. 

  

Mayor Oyaski and Chief Dworning thanked Penny Riha and the Heritage Park Homeowner’s 

Association and accepted a check from the Scott Manufacturing Company to put towards the 

Firefighter’s Monument. 

 

Mayor Oyaski and Parks & Recreation Director DeMinico presented Boy Scout Troop 367 with 

Res. 16-2001 for their dedication in planting 15 trees on November 15, 2000 at Willow Park. 

 

Mayor Oyaski was presented with the Unity Quilt created by Euclid High School students to be 

displayed at Euclid City Hall.  Mayor Oyaski presented the Unity Team with Res. 17-2001 

congratulating the students upon the completion of the Unity Quilt. 

 

REPORTS & COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Councilwoman Miller moved to receive and approve the Fire Report of December, 2000; Police 

Report of November, 2000; Housing Dept. 2000 Annual Report; Building Dept. 1999 & 2000 

Year End Report; Planning & Zoning 2000 Year End Report; Self-Insurance Report 2000; 

Recreation Commission Minutes November 28, 2000; Planning & Zoning Minutes of December 

19, 2000; Board of Control Minutes: 1/02/01; 1/08/01; 1/16/01; 1/22/01.  Councilwoman 

Valencic seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

Councilman Flowers moved to go into the Committee of the Whole for Legislative Matters Only.  

Councilman Gallagher seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Mrs. Dorothy Fike – 20271 Delaware Rd.  #7, on the bid for fireworks, I want to know how that 

price compares to previous years.  #5, survey for Manhole Rehabilitation.  I noticed it calls for a 

combined sewer relining.  Is it a combined sewer?  Will it remain a combined sewer? 

 My main issue tonight is #3.  I’m not only speaking for myself, but I am speaking for 

Madeline Scarniench.  When she called me she said she is down but she is not out.  She asked 

me to speak on her behalf as well as my own objecting to the purchase of the property at 20521 

for $900,000.  There are so many projects in Euclid that have not been completed.  That money 

could be better used to do other projects that have to be done in Euclid.  Euclid should not be in 

the real estate business.  Council has said that before and they seem to have forgotten what they 

said.  We think this is money ill-spent for the citizens of Euclid.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Fred Wendel – 25584 Chatworth Dr.  I’m also speaking about #3.  I know this is a no-gain 

proposition for the City.  All the profitable ones are taken on by contractors.  I’m interested also 

knowing if you do plan on passing this tonight, what the estimated demolition and clearing costs 

are.  Will there be a street needed?  If so, what’s the cost estimate on that.  What’s the total 

number of usable acres?  Is the city going to sell the property as one sale, or separate new 

parcels?  If so, how many parcels do you plan to have?  How many on the lake?  What is the 

anticipated selling price for each of these parcels?  Would these be open for anybody to 

purchase?  When do you plan on having this property all redeveloped so it will increase 

supposedly our tax taken?  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Harvey Mlachak – 23831 Lake Shore Blvd.  Ord. (353-01).  I assume you want this property 

on 205 because its got 34-36 rental units.  You say we have to many rental units in our town the 

way it is.  To my knowledge the last two requests that came before Council and were approved 

for rental units.  One the Lake Shore Tavern, you gave them 2 units, they came back, that wasn’t 

enough, they wanted another one and you approved that one. 
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Mr. Mlachak -  I don’t know how many rental units you approved on 200 Street, 4-5 maybe.  

These two requests for rental units were approved by this Council who has been screaming we 

have to many rental units. 

 Now, you want to spend $900,000 plus whatever costs for engineering, demolition and 

erosion, not counting over-runs.  The ordinance says not to exceed $900,000.  Does it say it 

could be less?  I say not so because you already have a purchase agreement drawn up that says 

you are going to pay $900,000 with $500,000 down and $400,000 note at 4 ½ % interest.  You 

gave the other developer a better deal, you are going to give them $540,000 interest free with no 

guaranty how we were going to get our money back. 

 To the sponsors of this legislation of this ordinance, Mayor Oyaski, President Cervenik, 

Councilman Gallagher and Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail, do you know or did you check to 

find the County Auditor’s appraisal, the market value or the tax assessed value of this property? 

Anybody have an answer? 

 

President Cervenik – We will address that when we get to the legislation. 

 

Mr. Mlachak – I was to the County Auditor’s office this morning.  The appraised value was 

$746,700.  Appraised tax value is $261,350.  If you approve this legislation tonight, you have 

firm purchase price.  If you pay the $900,000 less the approved appraisal value of $746,000, 

there’s a difference of $153,300 that you are paying to much for it.   

 If a private investor were to purchase this property for the full market value, he would no 

doubt deduct all the costs of remodeling, upgrading violations found in the pre-sale inspections.  

I think the owner is going to be lucky to end up with $600,000.   

 In addition to that, you are going to displace 34-36 people.  The apartment building there 

is not that bad.  I had a conversation with Mr. Tollerup on his last inspection.  The furnaces were 

certified 4/27/00.  The last inspection was 11/5/99.  You’re almost 2 years behind.  I drove past 

that building.  It is not a bad looking building.  That building there with 36 units only has 4 

violations.  One class A and 4 Class B.  One of the four class B violations, believe it or not, is a 

cracked mirror. 

 Getting into the real estate business you want to buy the house on North Street for 

$38,000.  In addition to that, according to Mr. Apanasewicz it is going to need $140,000 in 

repairs, not including the cost overruns.  At the last meeting you discussed this legislation, you 

asked the Historical Society about their ability to pay and what their finances were.  Has 

anybody delved into this a little bit further before you pass this legislation? Do they have the 

funds to take on this huge remodeling cost?  Or, are we going to have another fiasco, like the 

Henn House, where they are going to keep coming back to you and say we need money, we need 

money, in spite of the fact that you are going to promise the tax payers that your tax money will 

be at a minimum.  Don’t believe it.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Mike DiDomenico – 24770 Farringdon Ave.  For once, I going to give some positive here 

that’s going on.  Item #7 & #8, nobody would argue with, the fireworks and the Irish American 

Festival.  I always thought the City of Euclid puts on the best firework shows I’ve ever seen and 

I hope you keep up the good work.  #8, the Irish American Family Festival.  I attended that for 

the first time last year at the park.  It was a great event.  I would like to see that continue to 

happen here.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Dennis Berzinskas – 20890 S. Lake Shore Blvd.  #3 on your agenda.  Emergency?  Is it 

going anywhere?  You are in an awful hurry to throw our money away.  Where is it going to go?  

They are not moving it out of Euclid.  If it goes downhill, you’ll get it for a song.  Vote no on 

this.  We can use the money elsewhere.  We’ve got plenty of things to pay our tax dollars for and 

this is not going to be one of them.  Later tonight you’ll hear about another house we can save 

and it will help the neighborhoods.  Right now, don’t waste our money.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Dennis Meaney – 79 E. 202 St.  I’ve lived in that neighborhood for over 40 years.  I’m also 

here to speak on #3 tonight.  I have a completely different opinion than the previous speakers do.  

I’m the President of Arcadia Beach Club.  We own the approximate 4 plus acres of land to the 

west of the property.  If you remember a couple of months ago, myself and a large number of our 

membership were here to support this project.  I’m here tonight as a representative of our 

homeowner’s association to reconfirm our support for that project.  We think this is a great move 

forward. To take a dilapidated 101 year old building, an apartment, and turn it into single family 

housing.  We have our own members with growing families who are expressing an interest in 

moving into the proposed larger homes.  They are excited about being able to stay in Euclid in 

this neighborhood instead of looking for homes in another city. 
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Mr. Meaney- This proposal follows the Master Plan by building upscale homes and eliminating 

apartment space.  We feel there are a lot benefits to this that we spoke about the last time we 

were here.  I don’t think we need to reiterate everyone of them.  There’s a domino effect that I 

think will come from this.  I think we should move forward on this.  Our 250 members believe 

we should move forward on this.  I want to thank everyone on Council and the Administration 

for supporting this project.  Thank you. 

 

Mrs. Evelyn Stroud – Aurora.  I’m a trustee of the Shore Cultural Centre.  I’ve worked in this 

community since 1967 to get a Cultural Centre. We now have one and as a member of the Board, 

we’d like to see it used.  I’m going to speak on #9.  This is the waiving of all rental fees for Tom 

and Susana Dance Theatre.  Ever since Tom came back to Euclid in 1986 he has presented 

himself to the community, to the country, to the state, as one of the top people in the field of 

dance.  He’s been a sheer treasure to this community and has a very positive influence with the 

students that he has taught in the schools and performances he has given throughout the United 

States, Mexico and European Continent.  He is a very positive image.  Euclid should be very 

proud of him and I think this opportunity should be given him.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Dale Vernon – 1497 E. 196 St.  I would like to speak on #3.  What is the purpose of 

purchasing this property at $900,000? Do we have a purpose that’s going to affect good on this 

city?  I was reading one of our alternative newspaper and it seems we’re out $5 million on 

Century Corners. We’re out $1 million on the Invoy property which hasn’t been settled out yet.  

We haven’t even decided what we are going to do with Erwine.  The Edgecliff property we are 

talking $900,000.  Someone before me pointed out the estimated value on this property is 

$150,000 less. For this our water rates have been increasing .50 cents per thousand cubic foot per 

quarter until it gets to $6.  Our sewer rates have been increased by 50%.  I think that speaks for 

itself ladies and gentlemen.  By the way, Mr. Mayor, a little article in the newspaper here about 

plaques of appreciation for new businesses.  Why didn’t Euclid Observer get one? Thank you. 

 

Councilman Gallagher moved to rise and report.  Councilman Flowers seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

LEGISLATION 

      Ord. (270-00) Rezoning First Reading 

An ordinance rezoning 614 E. 200 St., P.P. #641-15-038, from U4 to U2 use district and further 

amending Ord. No. 2812.  (Sponsored by Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail by request of the 

Building Commissioner) (Recommended for passage by the Planning & Zoning Commission) 

 

First Reading.  Public Hearing March 19, 2001. 

 

      Ord. 18-2001 (328-01) Museum Annex 

An ordinance authorizing the Mayor of the City of Euclid to purchase the Museum Annex on 

North Street from Chester Sokell at a cost not to exceed Thirty Eight Thousand Dollars 

($38,000.00).  (Sponsored by Mayor Oyaski, Councilmen Cervenik and Gruber) (Recommended 

for passage by the City Growth Committee) 

 

Councilman Gruber moved for passage, Councilwoman Miller seconded. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – This was thoroughly discussed in Councilman Korosec’s Committee Meeting 

last week. The Council attempted to get funding from the State to assist the Historical Society. 

We were unsuccessful in doing so. The current owner has been patient to await Council’s 

decision on whether or not we proceed with the purchase.  I think this would be an asset to the 

neighborhood and benefit the Historical Society.  It is a reasonable price and I urge Council’s 

passage.  We discussed this a couple of times before.  It is a nice, old building on North Street 

next to the Museum. Councilman Gruber agrees this can anchor revitalization efforts throughout 

the area.  We support what the Friends of the Henn are doing and we’d like to work with the 

Historical Society in their efforts to expand their services and assist in their storage needs in that 

original downtown area of the City of Euclid.  The funding would come from the Endowment 

Fund and I’d ask Council’s support. 

 

Councilman Gruber – I’d like to reiterate some of the statements made in the past.  This would 

help revitalize the neighborhood.  The Historical Society serves all of Euclid.  Its our 

preservation society, our historical society.  They need the room.  It is a beautiful project.  It is a 

wonderful building.  I look forward to passage on this tonight and thank Council for their 

support. 
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Councilman Gruber moved to close debate, Councilman Flowers seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to suspend the rules, Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail seconded.  

Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Passed. 

 

   Ord. 19-2001 (353-01) Purchase Edgecliff Apt. 

An emergency ordinance authorizing and directing the Mayor of the City of Euclid to enter into 

the Purchase Agreement attached as Exhibit A, and approving and ratifying the terms and 

conditions thereof, for the acquisition of the property located at 20521 Edgecliff Drive, Euclid, 

Ohio (PPN 642-01-005) in an amount not to exceed Nine Hundred Thousand Dollars 

($900,000.00), in accordance with terms and conditions of the attached Purchase Agreement.  

(Sponsored by Mayor Oyaski, President Cervenik, Councilman Gallagher  and Councilwoman 

Holzheimer Gail) 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail moved for passage, Councilman Gallagher seconded. 

 

Director Murphy – As I advised you at the Caucus meeting last week, the documents have been 

finalized to proceed with this purchase and sale, assuming Council approves it.  This deal has 

been in discussion for a number of months.  You are all very familiar with it.  You’ve all been 

provided a copy of the Purchase Agreement which the current owner has executed and submitted 

to the City.  The agreement calls for a purchase price of $900,000.  The property has been 

appraised by the current owner’s appraiser at $1.2 million.  It is the city’s contemplation if it is 

purchased to demolish the building.  Early prognosis and early estimate of the demolition cost is 

about $135,000.  The city would demolish the current apartment building and subdivide the lot 

into approximately 12 single lots, which would then be developed with single family housing.  

About 3-4 of the lots would be on or near lakefront property and the rest would be down the 

current roadway.   

 Of the $900,000 purchase price, the city would come up with $500,000 upon transfer of 

title.  A balance of $400,000 could be paid over 4 years, with interest at a favorable 4 ½% rate.  

The only requirement over the 4 year period is that interest payments be made.  The entire 

$400,000 principal balance can be paid at the end of 4 years.  In addition that any amount on the 

principal can be paid at any time over the 4 year period without any prepayment or penalty 

payment by the City.   I think that covers for the most the significant terms of the agreement and 

if you have any questions, we’ll try to respond to them. 

 

Councilman Gallagher – Before us tonight is legislation authorizing the purchase and demolition 

of the 38 unit apartment building and replace it with new homes.  I believe there’s a bigger 

picture here though.  People are beginning to take notice of our efforts. On Christmas Eve, 2000, 

the Plain Dealer ran an editorial entitled, “Euclid Fights Back”.  In that editorial, the Plain Dealer 

praised our efforts to revitalize ourselves and cited this project as an example of those efforts.  

The Plain Dealer editorial board stated other suburbs should follow Euclid’s lead if they are to 

thrive once again.  Tonight I ask your support in this next step in our revitalization.  Thank you. 

 

Councilman Flowers – Did we do an appraisal on this property ourselves, or are we going to go 

strictly by the owner’s appraisal? 

 

Director Murphy – We did not have an appraisal done, no. 

 

Director Koran – Councilman Flowers, under the previous scenario that city Council approved a 

couple of months ago, we did hire an appraiser, Mike Wolanski, a certified appraiser, to appraise 

the 9 lots that were proposed.  We do have a current appraisal that appraises the site as 

subdivided into 9 vacant lots. 

 

Councilman Flowers – The appraisal’s between $650,000-$700,000? 

 

Director Koran – Yes, $655,000-$705,000 was the appraisal report findings. 
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Councilman Flowers – Hopefully the most we will spend on this project is $235,000 plus 

interest?  That’s what we are hoping for? 

 

Director Koran – If you include demolition, yes. 

 

Councilman Flowers – Any reason why we didn’t decide to go out for requests for proposals? 

 

Director Koran – City Council asked us to do an rfp on this particular piece of property.  The 

President of Council and myself and one of our staff members met with a local developer just 

last week to brief him about the projects we have in the pipeline and the rfp is being prepared.  

Unless I misunderstood Council, once this property is purchased, our plan is to do an rfp and see 

what developers are willing to build there.  Then if City Council does not like what we receive 

through the rfp process, we can always fall back to the original plan which is the city developing 

like we did Wells. 

 

Councilman Flowers – I was surprised.  Why didn’t we do an rfp before so we would have a 

better idea of what we can expect as far as cost?  Is this realistic to think it is only going to cost 

us a little over $200,000?  If it is $200,000 and we are looking at approximately 10 lots, we’re 

subsidizing those homes at $20,000 a piece.  That’s starting to get high.  You talk to other people 

in the area and they are not to crazy about giving somebody $20,000 for a house on the lake.  I’m 

willing to go with it a little bit as long as we know we are actually going to recoup those costs. 

 

Director Koran – The city has been desirous of purchasing this property for at least 10 years.  It 

sticks out as a sore thumb in the middle of one of our nicest neighborhoods.  The owner is 

willing to sell, obviously, with his signature on the purchase agreement.  I would agree with 

Councilman Gallagher, this is consistent with our Master Plan.  Because we have a willing seller, 

with a price that I feel is reasonable, now is the time.  We are going to develop this either using a 

developer or ourselves.   

 

Councilman Flowers – I would prefer to see us do the rfp beforehand.  We are up against the 

wall to vote on this, I’ll support it.  But, I would feel a whole lot more comfortable if we have 

had more secure findings, I’d be more comfortable with it.  Sometimes some people say this is a 

great project and then other people say otherwise.  They don’t think it will sell as we are 

proposing.  It would have been nice to have the rfp before actually voting on this. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – We have seen a possible lot layout with 11 lots under the 

previous plan.  As you’ve said, other developers have looked at this.  This is a viable project.  

We are subsidizing other new construction through the HIP program and tax abatement.  This 

project will not receive, if I’m correct, the other incentives. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – Correct. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – So it is not inconsistent with what we are doing.  This is a 

good step in revitalizing the adjacent streets to that.  It is a good step to providing newer, upscale 

housing in that area and I support it and ask Council to as well. 

 

Councilman Korosec – I think we also have to remember that what we are trying to do is not 

only get rid of rental property, but also to increase the amount of taxable income that is brought 

forth by this piece of property.  By putting $200,000-$300,000 homes, which is what some of 

those homes in that area are, you probably have about $2.7 to over $3 million worth of property 

value, just by putting 9-10 homes.  It is over $3 million versus what the value is now, $700,000, 

from what we heard before this meeting.  When you are tripling your tax duplicate and bringing 

in this much money, plus either retaining or brining in new families that would normally be 

leaving or looking at other communities, this is a positive outlook. 

 

Councilwoman Valencic – A merit to this project is that it falls right in line with our Master 

Plan.  I would like to see that we, as a Council and Administration, are following that plan.   

 

Councilman Gruber – If anybody doubts the ability of this project or if its a saleable project, I 

invite them to take a short drive down Lake Shore Blvd., to another inner-ring suburb called 

Bratenhal.  Just about every buildable lot along the lake, there’s homes anywhere from 

$400,000-$1,000,000 going up there.  Its prime property.  Its a beautiful lot.  
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Councilman Gruber -  I usually don’t go along with a lot of large projects like this that are a great 

risk, but I don’t feel the risk is that great and I fully support Councilman Gallagher on this. 

 

Councilman Gallagher – I would like to address one issue that was brought up concerning the 

value of the property we are purchasing.  The appraisal we received from the owner is accurate 

because this property was purchased in 1989 for $750,000.  That’s where the County Auditor is 

picking up its appraisal at.  We are almost 12 years later and the property has appreciated.  The 

numbers we received from the owner are very realistic.  I think we are getting this at a fair price. 

 

Councilman Flowers – I realize we are going to vote on this, although I prefer to push it back.  I 

still will support this, although I do want to thank the Mayor for working out some of the other 

details in here.  Its a little more friendlier to the city than the original one proposed.   

 

President Cervenik – Twelve years ago when I was the Ward 1 Councilman, there were a 

number of problems at that apartment building.  We’ve been lucky, the present owner has ran it 

very well.  He has maintained it fairly well. But he has been looking to sell it and you just really 

never know the uncertainty down the road how that apartment could turn. There’s other 

apartments throughout the community if they are not managed correctly.  I firmly believe we will 

triple the value of that property by adding these homes onto there.  It is brought up a lot of times 

in conjunction with this project and Russell Erwine, that we wasted $1 million on buying the 

Invoy.  We wasted $5 million on purchasing Parklawn.  This Council did not waste money on 

doing that.  I could fill this room every Monday night with people who live near the Invoy or live 

near Parklawn and they would tell you they are glad we did it and thankful and wish we would 

continue.  Yes, those projects have taken a little longer to get moving, but they will move. 

As Councilman Gallagher mentioned about the Plain Dealer article, it is not all that often, 

no offense Tom, but the Plain Dealer isn’t always standing there looking to pat communities on 

the back.  They gave us all an early Christmas present Christmas Eve.  I for one would rather fail 

trying to do something positive and moving forward, than fail just sitting on my hands.  This is a 

good project and I hope we are able to get funding through more projects like this in the future. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – I too would like to stress that I’ve received many positive comments on 

this project.  In fact comments that have been made, there are other areas that we hope you will 

look into to be able to do the same thing.  I’m in favor of this.   

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to close debate, Councilman Gruber seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Councilman Gallagher moved to suspend the rules, Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail seconded.  

Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Passed. 

     Ord. 20-2001 (346-01) Amend Code Board of Control 

An ordinance amending Chapter 109 of the Administration Code of the Codified Ordinances of 

the City of Euclid by amending Section 109.02 (a) to increase the dollar amount of contracts 

requiring approval by the Board of Control to $2,000.00. (Sponsored by Mayor Oyaski) 

 

Councilman Korosec moved for passage, Councilwoman Miller seconded. 

 

Director Murphy – The administration is placing this ordinance in front of you tonight asking 

you to amend Section 109.02 of the Code with respect to the authority of the city’s Board of 

Control.  As you are probably aware, the City Charter currently requires any contract in excess of 

$2,000 be approved by the Board of Control before it is authorized.  About 10 years ago the City 

Council passed a city ordinance which required any contract in excess of $1,000 to be submitted 

to and approved by the Board of Control before it could be enacted.   

 Last Monday, the Board of Control had 50 items in front of it.  Seventeen of those items 

were in an amount less than $2,000.  Today, we had about 30 items in front of us and seven of 

those items were in an amount less than $2,000.  The Administration believes making the City 

ordinance consistent with the City Charter and requiring contracts in excess of $2,000 to be 

submitted to the Board of Control and approved by that body, would improve both the 

efficiencies and the economics of the city.  For that reason we are asking you to consider and 

pass this ordinance tonight.  If you have any questions, we'll attempt to answer them for you. 
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Councilman Flowers – We are just doing what the Charter says anyhow, right?  That’s the 

people will.  I have no problem with it. 

 

Councilman Flowers moved to close debate, Councilman Korosec seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Councilwoman Valencic moved to suspend the rules, Councilwoman Miller seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Passed. 

 

  Ord. 21-2001 (349-01) Bishop Lane 

An emergency ordinance waiving the requirements of competitive bidding, and authorizing the 

Director of Public Service of the City of Euclid to enter into a contract with United Survey for 

Manhole Rehabilitation and Combined Sewer Relining for Bishop Lane (from Upper Terrace to 

Grand Blvd.) for the year 2001.(Sponsor Councilman Gallagher by request of Service Director) 

 

Councilman Gruber moved for passage, Councilman Gallagher seconded. 

 

Director Gulich – Bishop Lane is better known as, if you are familiar with the Grand Blvd. area, 

is the steps that come down from Upper Terrace to Grand Blvd.  It is an 8 ft. dedicated wide 

strip.  It also houses the sewers to serve about 115 homes on Upper Terrace and the streets off of 

there.  It is a combined sewer which means a single sewer that services both the storm water and 

the sanitary.  Last week Councilman Gruber was nice enough to meet me up there on extremely 

short notice.  I wanted to bring this to his attention right away.  With the recent melting we had 

after the hard freeze it became obvious we had a problem there.  Last week when the Mayor 

brought me on in this position, he told me I’m in charge of the sewer system.  It is my 

responsibility for the health and welfare of the people of this city.  We have a very unsanitary 

situation going on there.  I would ask that the Council allow me to enter into this contract with 

United Survey for the amount of $57,900.  They can begin the manhole rehabilitation this week, 

which will go along way to abating the problem before the end of the month.  They can complete 

the project by continuous relining of the sewers that will eliminate the erosion on the hillside.  If 

left unchecked, we could have a very big problem up there in a very short amount of time.  I  ask 

for Council’s support and I hope I would be fortunate enough not to have to do this again. 

 

Councilman Gruber – I did visit the site with Hank and repairs are sorely needed and it is for the 

health, welfare and safety of the citizens of Euclid.  Thank you. 

 

Councilman Flowers – The reason we are not going through competitive bid is because of the 

length of time we have to go out for bidding, is that right? 

 

Director Gulich – Yes, we would have to do the plans and specification route.  We’d look at 3-4 

months before we could do the work.  Also, this is a highly specialized type of work, very few 

people do it. 

 

Councilman Flowers – You contacted everybody in the Cleveland area that does this? 

 

Director Gulich – We have two other proposals.  It would take approximately 8 weeks for 

contractor to even show up.  Another one would take about a month for a contractor to show up.  

This is something we need to abate right away. 

 

Councilman Flowers – I thought it was important to bring this to the public’s attention.  That’s 

why we are by-passing competitive bidding because of the unsanitary nature of it.   

 

Director Gulich – If I felt this could wait, I would obviously go conventional on it. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – You stated the amount would be $50,000? 

 

Director Gulich - $57,900. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – Is there a reason why the amount is not in the ordinance? 
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Director Gulich – We were in the process of trying to secure a proposal at the time.  I had short 

notice.  I asked the Law Dept. to prepare this on very short notice.  We had continuous freezing 

weather.  We have a problem with the water coming down the hillside.  Now it is eroding the 

hillside and it is also causing an icy situation for the group homes just down the street. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – Should we amend it to put the amount in now? 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to amend Ord. (349-01) to add the amount not to exceed of 

$57,900.  Councilwoman Valencic seconded.   

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Amended. 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to close debate, Councilwoman Valencic seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Councilman Gallagher moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Gruber seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Passed. 

 

  Ord. 22-2001 (347-01) Gorse Dr. 

An ordinance authorizing the Director of Public Service of the City of Euclid to enter into a 

contract after advertising for bids for the labor and materials for the Gorse Drive New Concrete 

Pavement Project for Year 2001. (Sponsor Councilman Gallagher by request of Service Director) 

 

Councilman Gruber moved for passage, Councilman Korosec seconded. 

 

Director Gulich – First Bishop Lane now Gorse Drive.  Anyone not familiar with Gorse Drive it 

is the short street off of South Lakeland Blvd. that was actually 207 before the freeway came 

through.  This short drive services the gas station to the east, the medical building to the west and 

the tavern next to that and also services CSX.  CSX has entered into an agreement with the City 

whereby they will fund one-half of the project, up to $30,000.  In all the time I’ve been here, I 

don’t think we’ve found anyone yet who has offered us something of this nature.  We expect 

$30,000 to be ample to cover half the price of the improvements.   

 

Councilman Gruber moved to close debate, Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Flowers seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous.   

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Passed. 

 

     Ord. 23-2001 (348-01) Fireworks 

An ordinance authorizing the Director of Public Service of the City of Euclid to enter into a 

contract after advertising for bids for a fireworks display for July 4, 2001, or rain date, for an 

amount not to exceed Thirty-Eight Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($38,500.00). (Sponsored by 

Mayor Oyaski)  

 

Councilman Gruber moved for passage, Councilwoman Miller seconded. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – I strongly urge the Council to support my efforts to maintain the beautiful 

fireworks at July 4th.  I hope I can count on your support.  

 

President Cervenik – I think you mean our efforts, right Mayor? 

 

Mayor Oyaski – That’s right, its all of us together. 
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President Cervenik – The price is the same as last year? 

 

Mayor Oyaski – Yes, sir. 

 

Councilman Gallagher moved to close debate, Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Councilman Korosec moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Flowers seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Passed. 

  Ord. 24-2001 (350-01) Irish Family Festival 

An ordinance authorizing the Director of Parks and Recreation of the City of Euclid to enter into 

an agreement on behalf of the City of Euclid with Our Heritage, Our Home, Inc. to furnish and 

present the Irish American Family Festival on August 24, 25, and 26, 2001 at Memorial Park, 

and to allow the Ex-Officio Director of Public Safety to issue a beer and liquor permit for the 

same purpose over the same period of time during said Festival. (Sponsored by Councilwoman 

McGarry by request of Parks & Recreation Director) 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved for passage, Councilman Gallagher seconded. 

 

Director DeMinico – I believe this will be the fifth year of the Irish American Festival held at 

Euclid Memorial Park.  As Mr. DiDomenico brought up, it is an outstanding event.  Projected 

numbers last year were 11,000 people came into the City of Euclid into Memorial Park over 

those three days.  Its activity for young and old.  The event begins 11:00 on Sunday, at Noon on 

Saturday.  There’s music throughout.  We’ve worked over the rough spots over the first couple 

of years.  This event really does run itself and I strongly urge Council’s passage. 

 

Councilman Flowers moved to close debate, Councilman Gruber seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Korosec seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Passed. 

  Ord. 25-2001 (352-01) Dance Theater Shore 

An ordinance authorizing the Director of Parks and Recreation of the City of Euclid to waive all 

rental fees for use of the Dance Studio in the Shore Cultural Centre for Tom and Susana Evert 

Dance Theatre. (Sponsor Councilwoman McGarry by request of Parks & Recreation Director) 

 

Councilman Korosec moved for passage, Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail seconded. 

 

Director DeMinico – Approximately 3 weeks ago we received a letter from State Representative 

Jerse suggesting that we address the Tom and Susana Evert Dance Studio and their request to 

have some free space at the Shore Cultural Centre.  We attached additional information and their 

requests with the legislation.  It is self-explanatory.  They are looking to use some dance room 

space, auditorium space for some rehearsals and things.  In lieu of the rent they would have what 

would be considered an open house rehearsal where there would be interaction between the 

people visiting their studio up at the Cultural Centre stage, an opportunity for young children, as 

well as old, to talk to the dancers, talk about life experience, talk about the show.  The second 

event would be a fall, full show, and some of the details have to be worked out with the lighting 

issues that are at the Centre right now.  We believe working with Tom and Susana we would be 

able to work out those details and put forth a first class show. 

 Currently they do lease some space in the Shore Cultural Centre, a couple of times a 

week.  Susana Evert runs some dance classes. They do have some times that they are paying 

during the year.  For this particular show and these particular rehearsals, they are asking to have 

their rent waived and only City Council can do that and that is why this legislation is presented 

before you tonight.  I’d be happy to answer any questions about this particular ordinance, or 

anything that has come up in the past with Tom and Susana. 
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Councilman Gruber – Will the final performance be at Shore? 

 

Director DeMinico – There is no set date, but it will be in the fall of this year. 

 

Councilman Gruber – Approximately, if they were to rent the space from the City, what would 

be the approximate cost for the space they are acquiring? 

 

Director DeMinico – We have calculated that rental waiver would be $1,700. 

 

Councilman Flowers – How do we explain this to other individuals that are renting over at Shore 

Cultural Centre, and we can’t give them any freebies?   

 

Director DeMinico – Every year we have requests and we bring them to City Council. This City 

Council does waive some.  We do grant some reduced rents.  I’m not quite sure who we have 

turned away at this point.  I know that we do receive requests administratively-wise that do not 

make it to City Council because we don’t have that support.  A cultural center is a cultural 

center.  The arts are very low funded.  There’s not a lot of free money running around.  Tom and 

Susana Evert has as one of the speakers brought to the table tonight, they are very, very well 

known.  It is a truly professional dance group.  They could bring perhaps some future 

programming into the Cultural Centre, as far as teaching.  Maybe they could lead into being parts 

of that Cultural Centre where they could run classes and things of that nature.  How do you tell 

other people Councilman Flowers, I don’t have an answer. 

 

Councilman Flowers – They presently lease space from us now.  How much do we generate 

from them during the course of the year? 

 

Director DeMinico – Ballpark figure, I couldn’t even give it to you, I believe its approximately 

$70-$80 a month.  I would have to look it up.  They are leasing about 2 hours a week when they 

conduct a class.  I believe twice a week, so perhaps 4 hours a week.  I don’t have that with me 

right now. 

 

Councilman Gallagher – Will this displace any other group? 

 

Director DeMinico – No it would not.  Their request met with some conflicts and we did not 

bump any of our groups that are currently out of there.  Currently they would be utilizing space 

that we have open at that point in time. 

 

Councilman Korosec – I have reviewed their website earlier today.  It looks as though they have 

extensive bookings through the middle part of this year at different high schools and a 

performance with the Cleveland Pops Orchestra, Public Radio Show, Latino Dance Theater out 

in Lorain.  I don’t know how much these productions pay or how much their workshops charge 

for their latin classes, or other workshops they may have throughout the year.  When I’m looking 

at giving somebody free rent, I’m equating it to the others that are receiving free rent at Shore.  

I’m not equating dance versus something else.  I’m putting them all in the same category and 

trying to say one serves the purpose of the city as much as the other.  Looking at how much does 

Tom Evert Dance Studio in comparison to the Euclid Hunger Center receives a free rent.  What 

is the differential in what Tom Evert would offer the city and what the Euclid Hunger Task Force 

offers the City has a whole.  I don’t see that it passes at least my test for free rent.  This maybe 

something that would pass for a reduced rate, but I could not see giving my support to something 

that requests fees for other recitals and other types of classes that they have through Greater 

Cleveland, that they have at other grade schools and other elementary and high schools 

throughout the Greater Cleveland area.  Which I do not see the City of Euclid’s schools receiving 

any of their classes at all through the course of 2000 or 2001.  I can feel for their need to receive 

reduced rates, but I do not see a need for that.  I believe they can probably pay this.  When 

looking at other groups that are at Shore Cultural Centre that are probably are much worse off 

financial than this group, I cannot foresee giving them something free. 

 

Councilwoman Valencic – I’m very supportive of theater and the arts, especially the Tom Evert 

Dance theater.  But I do have a problem with the free rent.  I’ve been struggling with the letter 

from Representative Jerse recommending this.  This sells Euclid short by giving away our rent 

again.  I know we just increased rents this past fall at Shore and we still haven’t resolved the 

issue at Shore.  I also thinks this conflicts with our advertising campaign of Euclid Meaning 

Business, then we give away some free space.  I have a problem with the freebie. 
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Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – I’m supportive of this.  We could look at this as another 

recreation program.  It’s another alternative offering.  In the Board of Control minutes there was 

an expenditure for the drive-in movie theater that was at Memorial Park and we spent over 

$2,000 to rent the screen for that.  This is a nominal amount.  It will bring people to the Shore 

Cultural Centre.  The space is sitting there, why don’t we use it for a cultural purpose.  We don’t 

have a lot of cultural programming going on here.  This is a good way to provide another 

alternative for our residents for a nominal fee. 

 

Councilman Gallagher – This isn’t about the money at all.  It’s more about the fairness to the 

other groups.  Mr. DeMinico, are there are groups that are in the same position that will also be 

requesting this that you know of? 

 

Director DeMinico – Sitting here right now I couldn’t honestly answer that.  Nobody has called 

me to this extent.  Tom and Susana Evert have gone through with their proposal and you have 

seen their proposal, it is quite detailed.  This is perhaps one time for this event, I don’t know.  

I’m looking at in the future that maybe they could need something bigger.  Is there somebody 

else out there?  There could be somebody tomorrow morning somebody calling and wanting to 

be on the next Council Agenda.   

 

Councilman Gallagher – Because its such a nominal amount for a relatively short period of time, 

I don’t find this objectionable. We are going to have to address the issue in the future, I’m sure. 

 

Councilman Gruber – That is kind of my point that Councilman Gallagher brought up.  We may 

be setting a precedent here.  What if tomorrow somebody knocks on the door and says we are 

willing to pay full rent for this space, but it is not available.  Would Tom Evert still have it, or 

would we shift the schedule around?  I would be willing to give them reduced rate but I don’t 

know about a free ride. 

 

Director DeMincio – For the 7-8 years that I’ve been Director, most of our business is a 

business.  The golf course and the rec department, if I have a paying customer, we will work 

with Mr. Evert to slide him into another day and readjust his schedule because we are going to 

take the money.   

 

Councilman Flowers – Can you get any kind of money from him?  Meet halfway?   

 

Director DeMinico – I can’t speak for him.  Mr. Evert is in attendance tonight.  Perhaps if the 

Chairman would like to waive the rules maybe he could answer these questions. 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Gruber seconded.  Yeas: 

Unanimous. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – In the past Mr. Evert had gone to the public and parochial schools and 

given demonstration as part of the fees that would be included at Shore.  I was wondering if he is 

still doing this,  if he plans to continue to do this. 

 

Mr. Evert – Free is a word that has been used and we are talking about a barter.  We are 

exchanging an open rehearsal which is a public event, as well as a performance to the public, 

which is worth much more than the value of the rent.  In order to pay the 15-20 performers that I 

will engage will cost well over $3,000.  It is a community effort to work this way.  It is easier for 

me to write a grant and get $2,000 to pay the rent, but this is actually more like a community 

interaction.  We did have such an agreement in the past where we bartered for the rent.  We 

never got anything free.  We bartered for the rent, which was very expensive.  I had to employ 

people to do that throughout the year to go to schools and present shows at the Community 

Festival, as well as, Shore Cultural Centre, at our expense.  The same is the case here.  We are 

funded by the Cleveland Foundation, the Gund Foundation and many other State and private 

foundations who finance the creation of this work.  We are coming to the city to see if they 

would again help us finance and produce the work.  As a professional enterprise, we have to pay 

the performers who appear in the piece and we have to produce the customs and the marketing 

and the sets and technical staff to produce the show.  We are asking for the city to work with us 

in that we will provide the product itself to the community in exchange for being able to produce 

it at rent free.  Its a form of subsidy but the word free is a misnomer.  We are providing the 

service to the city and the city is in exchange providing service to us. 
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Councilwoman Miller – Are you still planning to perform for the elementary schools? 

 

Mr. Evert – That is not part of the agreement.  The agreement is to do an open rehearsal at Shore 

Cultural Centre, meaning, we would do a show in an informal setting.  Not really on stage but in 

the studio.  It would be an open community setting where we would say do a show and talk about 

it and have an interchange and then do a show in the fall.  We would provide the show for free to 

barter for the space.  The agreement is not to do school programs.  That was the program in the 

past and we could barter in that way in addition to or in place of what we talked about.  We do a 

lot of school programs.  We are not doing the city now, because that’s how I make my living, 

I’m being paid to do it elsewhere.   

 

Councilman Korosec – One of the questions I have is you stated it takes about $3,000 to pay 

your dancers, and you are only asking for a $1,700 subsidy.  You are actually losing money by 

us giving this deal to you and not charging money for your presentation.  When you could be 

charging money for your fall show and trying to recoup some of that money. 

 

Mr. Evert – As I said, its true.  I could go after the money but this is an arts business.  You do it 

out of love and you do it because you have to do it.  It doesn’t always work necessarily 

financially.  If I’m saying where am I going to get the $3,000, maybe, I’ll come up with 

foundation money or other ways.  It will be funded only because I am doing community work.  

They are not going to give me $3,000 to do a business enterprise. 

 

Councilman Korosec – So they wouldn’t fund ... 

 

Mr. Evert – I wouldn’t say they wouldn’t.... 

 

Councilman Korosec – Your rent?  The Gund or Cleveland Foundation wouldn’t fund the rental 

of these facilities? 

 

Mr. Evert – They would.  They are funding the other parts of the project. 

 

Councilman Korosec – That’s my concern.  That is exactly my concern.  When you have a 

beautiful website and I have about 6 pages of dates and events and residencies you call them 

when you are at schools.  You are receiving funds to go to these schools and to do these recitals 

and to go to Canada and do these shows, to dance with the Cleveland Pops and you are coming 

to us and asking for $1,700.  That’s my concern.  When we go to the Hunger Task Force who 

feeds the needy of our city, who takes care of the elderly and we go to all of these other different 

entities which are receiving a reduced rate, and they’re saying we are a grant only, period.  There 

is no way for us to recoup any additional funds, we don’t have outside jobs to supplement what 

we are paying for rent.  When we raised rents in the middle of the year a couple of years ago for 

these groups and really had them scatter for additional funding. That is my problem.  When you 

have the money to pay for this facility and in essence you are refusing to do so and saying you 

are going to pay $3,000 for your dancers for space that is going to cost you $1,700.  That’s one 

of the problems with the arts, is that you are not managing your money well enough. 

 

Councilman Flowers – Are you willing to meet us halfway and maybe pay half of it?  I have a 

tough time trying to be fair and to explain to other groups why we are giving you this special rent 

agreement.  I do appreciate you coming up and explaining some of the things you would be 

doing.  I didn’t really get a feel of that.  But, in that sense, it make sense.  But, can you meet us 

halfway?  Say, $800? 

 

President Cervenik – Mr. Evert made it pretty clear this is the proposal he would need to do this.  

We just need to vote on the proposal.  I find it funny, you guys all know how I feel about that 

building at times, and first time in awhile that we are voting on something cultural there and I’m 

going to vote for it and I’m probably going to be on the losing side.  I know it is a cultural center 

and I know they are a world-renowned group.  We ought to just stop right here and vote on the 

legislation.   

 

Councilman Flowers – So his answer to me was no then? 

 

President Cervenik – Yes. 
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Mr. Evert – This is a social service as well.  You are providing food for the hungry.  We are 

providing art for the spirit.  It is a cultural event.  I do this for a living but I am no where near a 

rich person, nor do I have excess funds.  The things you see us doing, many of them are not paid 

for.  We might get a few hundred dollars to do a show with the Cleveland Pops Orchestra.  He’s 

comparing the work we are doing as glamorous of some sort, but I don’t lead a glamorous life by 

any means.  Other than its a public figure.  It costs us money to produce work, as it does to 

provide food for the needy.  Ours is providing food for the mind and soul. 

 

Councilman Gruber moved to close debate, Councilman Korosec seconded.  Yeas: Unanimous. 

 

Councilman Flowers moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Gallagher seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:   Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail,  Miller, Cervenik 

     Nays:    Flowers, Korosec, Valencic 

Passed. 

CEREMONIAL RESOLUTIONS 

  Res. 16-2001 Boy Scout Troop 367 

A resolution of appreciation to the Boy Scouts of Troop 367 for its dedicated service to the City 

of Euclid in planting 15 trees on November 11, 2000 at Willow Park. (Sponsored by Mayor 

Oyaski and the entire Council) 

  Res. 17-2001 Unity Quilt 

A resolution of congratulations to Euclid High School students upon their successful 

completion of the "Unity Quilt".(Sponsored by Mayor Oyaski and the entire Council) 

 

Councilman Gallagher moved for passage, Councilwoman Miller seconded. 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Flowers, Gallagher, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Korosec, Miller, Valencic,  

       Cervenik. 

Passed. 

 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

Councilman Flowers moved to go into the Committee of the Whole.  Councilman Gallagher 

seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Mr. Jerry Corbran – 24250 Maplewood Dr.  Tonight Council has taken the first step to eliminate 

38 aging apartments in Ward 1, to bring about upscale homes on the lakefront.  The upfront costs 

seem to be about $900,000 or more. That took about 20 minutes.  Keep that number in mind.   

 Perhaps Council can concentrate on eliminating 738 apartment units in Ward 2, the home 

of the high rises.  Council will be asked to approve hiring a professional planner to bring about 

430 upscale condominiums, a restaurant, a marina to be paid for by private investors and users. 

The cost of that is $30,000.  This idea has been kicked around since October, 1998 when Mayor 

Oyaski and Councilwoman McGarry first co-sponsored the legislation.  The news reports then 

said Mayor Oyaski called for preliminary planning marketing, designing and/or implementation 

of a Euclid marina.  Not that a private developer had shown interest, but the city should have its 

house in order should a developer come along.  Mayor Oyaski said, and I quote, I’m trying to 

establish a form that will guide the city’s work on this project so that it has every chance to 

succeed.  He also spoke of funding by TIF, tax increment financing and how it could pay for the 

marina project.  With additional tax revenues generated by private development in the Council’s 

specified TIF zone.  He also said, the city would pursue County, State and Federal funding to 

help.  Mayor Oyaski also said, and I quote, a marina is an excellent concept.  I don’t know if 

developers like Mr. Gudenas and Associated Estates will follow up, but we want to be prepared.    

 Those great visionary statements were uttered by Mayor Oyaski, I want to remind you 

again, in October, 1998.  Why that Council did not pursue the promise of dynamic leadership 

from the Mayor at that time, is and has remained a mystery.  The need for comprehensive 

planning has been kicked around for 26 months.  You compare that to the 20 minutes that the 

legislation took tonight.   

 Please listen carefully.  We supporters seek only about $30,000 worth of hiring of 

professional services.  Not $20 million for a breakwall.  Regarding a future breakwall, we say 

that not one stone should be placed until the conversion of the Americana is underway.  Mayor 

Oyaski, I ask that you renew those pledges of yesteryear and co-sponsor similar legislation that 

will soon be placed before this Council by several other sponsors.  I thank you. 
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Mr. Daryl Langman – 298 E. 257 St.  I want to make clear that the Marina Harbor Committee is 

not banking on any particular developer with regard to the participation and conversion of the 

Americana.  We are not counting on Mr. Simon or Associated Estates or anybody else.  But 

given that Mr. Simon did express some level of interest about 21 months ago, its seems logical to 

discover the depth and sincerity of that interest.  In the Island Club letter of May 11, 1999, which 

the Council and the Administration has, Mr. Simon agreed that he would consider repositioning 

the Americana once the studies of the Americana conversion was completed.  As of today, we 

have only completed the studies of the Americana. 

 In that letter also, he said he would consider the repositioning if the architectural studies 

were done and if the financial and conceptual studies were done.  As of today, we are still 

waiting for those last two components.  The conceptual and the financial studies.  Mr. Simon, 

since he is still 1/3 owner of that building, or any other developer cannot be very excited by the 

snail’s pace shown so far.  No matter who the investors are, no matter who the developers might 

be, they would want an updated marketing study, a conceptual plan for the two parcels in 

question, and a financial study. The reason being is that both the original Danter Study and the 

Sandvick study assume the presence of a marina.  Such an attraction drives the higher 

condominium sales prices which in turn justifies the conversion of the building.  Therefore 

before any investor even considers Americana conversion, they would want to see that the City 

has a workable plan to build the marina. 

 As Mr. Corbran mentioned, a significant part of that funding mechanism would be Tax 

Increment Financing.  An updated marketing study, along with the conceptual and financial 

studies shows that the City is really interested in investigating the potential for this project.  

That’s all we are asking for is to study the potential of the feasibility of this project. Each of 

these studies that have been done so far, stretching all the way back to the original URS study 

which determined where the best location for a proposed marina might be, plus the Matrix study, 

the Danter study, the Sandvick study, all of these so far have been important components in this 

process.  All of them have come back with some level of positive results.  You can also take 

these studies as part of a larger lakefront master plan for those two parcels, the Americana and 

for Mr. Gudenas’s property and for marina construction. 

 This one volume composed of these studies that I have mentioned and the yet to be done 

conceptual and financial studies, will serve as the blueprint for the lakefront on those two 

parcels. As we have seen all the way back to Briardale before the golf course was built, and at 

205 and at Erwine and at Wells, the Mayor and the Administration know this very well.  It is 

difficult drawing upscale development into this city.  No developer will step forward without the 

city’s diligent, vigorous and consistent efforts to lure the developer.  The proposed legislation for 

the updated marketing, conceptual and financial studies are a must if we ever want to seriously 

redevelop our lakefront.  Some of the Council people have mentioned the risks of the project.  

We are only asking to study the potential of a project.  I think for $30,000 the risks are relatively 

low, compared with the risks we take of missing the opportunity of eliminating 736 apartments, 

of missing the opportunity to create 350 condominiums.  Missing the opportunity to create more 

tax revenue for the city.  These are the same arguments that I’ve heard just a short time ago when 

discussing 205.  Therefore, I urge the Council to consider not only the Danter study which I hope 

passed by the Board of Control this evening, but also the conceptual and financial studies.  It is 

time we get moving to see for sure whether we can do this project or not.  Thank you. 

 

Mrs. Abby Vernon – 1497 E. 196 St.  With regard to #9 which was passed tonight, its really kind 

of amusing and a little bit pitiful that as much time got spent on this $1,700 as did on the 

$900,000.  I don’t think it is as much about the $1,700 as the fact that you’ve now provided a 

precedent for other people who come along and may want the same sort of freebies.  I’d also like 

to comment that in the future perhaps when our State Representatives comes forward with such a 

proposal, since everybody considers this is a picayune amount of money, $1,700.  Next time why 

not suggest that he pay for it out of his pocket.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Mike Campbell – 2057 Hadden Rd.  For those of you who are not familiar with Hadden 

Road, it is one of the most beautiful streets in Euclid.  It is a hidden jewel abutting the 

Metroparks, south of Chardon Road.  The very west end of the street on the cul-de-sac is a house 

with the street address, 2045 Hadden Rd.  This was purchased by the Sisters of St. Joseph of St. 

Mark in December, 1998 for $225,000.  At that time, it had approximately 3 pages of housing 

violations, which was in pretty poor condition.  Everybody close to the transaction, basically 

looked at it as a foregone conclusion that the house was going to be razed.  The house was 

building in 1940. The story as I know it, is the house is developed as a wedding present for a 

member of the Pickands-Mather family.  It has quite a history to it.  It is an architectural gem in 

Euclid.  
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Mr. Campbell -  In spring, 1999, we had Sr. Rafael of Mt. St. Joseph appear at the Chardon Hill 

Community Association meeting, at which time she expressed really ambiguity in terms of what 

was going to happen at the property.  She has admitted to me that when the Sisters bought the 

property, they bought it pretty much sight unseen.  She wishes that she had never set foot in it 

because she fell in love with it. It makes it very difficult at this point in time, the Sisters have 

made a determination that they are going to raze the property soon, this month.  According to 

her, they have worked out a situation with the Fire Department, where the Fire Department is 

going to do some training exercises in the interior to help them with the demolition of the interior 

walls.  Subsequent to that they are going to come in and ruin the house. 

 The Chardon Hill Association during my presidency expressed a lot of support for 

looking at alternatives to raising it.  I must admit I live next to the house.  Although my wife may 

not admit it, I do occasionally do the dishes and when I do the dishes I look out the kitchen 

window and look smack-dab at the house.  In its present condition I will admit it is an eye-sore.  

It has a lot of potential and to my knowledge the property has not been openly marketed in the 2 

plus years that its been sitting there.  It has continued to whither.  At the same time, through 

word of mouth, there’s rarely a Sunday afternoon during the summer that goes by when a 

curiosity seeker doesn’t pull up to my house and knock on my door and ask me what’s going on 

with that beautiful house next door.  There’s been at least 2-3 people who have expressed an 

interest according to Sister of potentially purchasing and renovating the property.  The high basis 

they have, based on their purchased price, makes it very difficult to make a renovation work on 

the property.  Of late, essentially the 11th hour we have had a local developer, local investor 

approach Sister and express some serious interest in the property.  I will admit it is in the 11th 

hour and I as a neighboring property owner have grown as tired as anybody in the neighborhood 

of watching this, what is now an eye sore, but I would still hate to lose this asset of there’s any 

pulse, any remaining possibility of saving this property.   

 Councilman Gruber and I toured the house several weeks ago, noted its condition.  But 

we recognized there is a lot of potential with that house.  What I am asking tonight is the city 

step forward and try to establish some sort of cooling off period.  I realize it is private property, 

the Sisters control it, but I would like to see the City do whatever is within their power to try to 

slow down the progress of the demolition at least for 30 days.  I wrote a letter to Council 

President Cervenik, the Mayor, Councilman Gruber back in December asking for something to 

happen to get this thing off of dead center, that we have to do something about this property.  At 

that point the housing department gave Sister until February 1st to do something with the house.  

Obviously that time is past.  If the Administration and Council send a strong signal to Sister and 

to their Order that the City would be willing to give them another 30 days, I would like to at least 

offer my assistance and try to work closely with the City to see if there is any other possibilities 

in terms of saving this wonderful asset for our community.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Gene Wolchko – 2047 E. 224 St.  I’m here in my capacity as one of the co-Presidents of the 

Chardon Hill Community Association.  I just want to support what Mr. Campbell has just said.  

Our Association is definitely in full support of trying to preserve this property and hopefully 

getting the city to help us in that regard.  We feel its an excellent asset to our neighborhood and 

to the street Hadden Road and to the entire neighborhood.  We would appreciate anything you 

could do to help us out with this.  Thank you. 

 

Ms. Linda Mcgreevy – 2051 E. 226 St.  I also am part of the Chardon Hill Community 

Association.  My street, 226, adjoins Hadden Road so I am part of the neighborhood that has 

been addressed by the first two men.  I’m here really, we have been talking a lot about 

preservation tonight.  I’m looking to see my neighborhood preserved.  I’ve been there about a 

decade.  One of the things besides the wonderful people that are there in Euclid has been the 

serenity of our neighborhood.  It is a particularly distinct area of the city.  The serenity of the 

neighborhood has been from it being from simple residences and the people and the traffic flow 

all being adjoining that. 

  I’m here also to see a historic site preserved.  The Phillips Estate as mentioned from 

1940 was established by the Mather household and it has continued to be, as the Henn House 

was seen to be restored and renovated, revitalized the city, our city in a very particular way.  I 

look to see this house held onto, counted as gold.  Even though it would be a unique residence 

for a family, it is still a community matter.  It is still a neighborhood preservation that we are 

talking about.   

 There are 3 things I know of.  I know Mt. St. Joseph Sisters, as Mike explained, they had 

a need for a water access line.  That is why they bought the property, sight unseen, because that 

was pure necessity for them.  I looked to see that maintained for them, they would have their 

access line and be able to regain some of the funds that they put out originally for the property.   
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Mrs. Mcgreevy - I know that there is a man that Mike eluded to also that is a creditable restorer.  

His work has been cited on a much larger scale as that of wonder and of beauty.  He is interested 

in the property and has had meetings to do that.  His bid has been turned down.  That is my 

understanding.  I can see the city being involved in this.  Just as we talked about preservation of 

an area of town and neighborhood by buying the property which will be $900,000 and creating 

the lots and the new residences, we also talked about saving the historic building for $38,000.  

There could possibly be monies to buy a portion of the property that would not only give the 

Sisters their water access line, and also provide a residency for this new restorer and developer, 

which is his wish.  But that greenspace or that investment in that area would be one of really 

creating an asset for our city and maintaining gold, maintaining the goodness that’s really there 

in Euclid.  Developing is fine, but preserving things is equally as important I feel.  We should be 

very glad the Henn House was a long time to get that to be maintained and now revitalized and 

operable.  All of the city is pleased that we’ve done that.  This is one area, one residence that 

affects the whole part of the community.  It really does.  The future as to what would happen is 

in there.  Perhaps everybody could win.  I believe in 11th hour happenings.  I know the wrecking 

ball has not struck yet.  The Fire Department might be on line to do that, but right now its not.  If 

there could be a coming together of this man and the city, perhaps the needs of Sisters of Mt. St. 

Joseph could also be met.  Thank you. 

 

Mrs. Dorothy Fike – 20271 Delaware Rd.  Something completely different for the Police 

Department.  About six weeks to two months ago we were talking about energy coming around 

to the neighborhoods.  We were told to call the Police Department.  I had somebody at my door 

at 5:45 tonight.  I didn’t have time to call the Police Department from Energy.  Wanted to come 

in and talk about how I could get a lower rate for my gas.  I said, my daughters were working on 

it, he said that’s to bad I could do better. I just want to tell you they are around again, this time he 

did have a little card showing that he was.  He said if you want to get a good deal like your 

neighbors do, so apparently they are soliciting the neighbors again.  I think the Police should be 

aware.  It is legal, but it is still very disturbing especially at 5:45 in the evening I don’t appreciate 

someone coming to my door.  Thank you. 

 

Ms. Wendy Doyle – 2011 Trebec Ave. I’m here tonight with several of my neighbors to address 

the poor condition of Trebec Avenue.  Our street is made of concrete pavement and in the 

expansion joints, which are the seems between the concrete squares, there are massive potholes 

that stretch the entire width of the street.  It is not possible to drive around them.  We’ve also 

noticed that our cars need to be re-aligned frequently and we think that is a direct result of the 

poor condition of the street. 

 The street was built over 40 years ago.  It hasn’t been touched with anything since then 

but cold patch which is the tar and stone mixture they put in the potholes.  We ask for the 

engineer, Mr. Dan Driscoll, to come out and take a look at the street and evaluate it.  He agreed 

with us that the street is in deplorable condition.  He put it on a priority list and he let us know 

that there are three options for the street.  It could be completely reconstructed which he said is 

very expensive.  The second option is it could be filled with cold patch.  He said he doesn’t feel  

that will solve the problem and we are in agreement with him because that’s what has been done 

up until now and it just keeps getting worse. 

 The third option is he could repair the potholes as best he can and then repave the entire 

street with asphalt.  Monetary that’s not the most expensive option, or the least expensive option, 

but it will correct the problem and that’s what we feel needs to be done.  We are here tonight to 

inform you that it has been placed on priority and to request that you allocate some of our tax 

dollars to repave the street with asphalt.  Thank you for your time. 

 

Mr. Mike DiDomenico – 24770 Farringdon Ave.  Several times this evening a master plan 

update has been mentioned concerning usually housing.  Every time housing is mentioned in the 

city, someone refers to the master plan update.  However, there’s another section of this, called 

parks and recreation, that I’ve never heard mentioned here.  I wanted to quote a couple of things 

and ask you to keep these in mind as you look at upcoming and future development in our city. 

 Under the section Community Desires, which is input from citizens, the first thing listed 

there is to create more parkland and passive open space areas.  Under the summary of findings, it 

says that when compared to the national recreation and park association park area development 

standards, there exists a total deficit of 58-291 acres of parkland to serve Euclid’s population.   

 Other Goals and Implementation Policies of this Master Plan, one of the goals is to 

provide a level of parks and recreation development to meet with minimum standards 

recommended by the national recreation and park standards.  
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Mr. DiDomenico -  I hope that as you look at future development, that you keep in mind the 

necessity of parks and recreation space in our community.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Tim McKay – 362 E. 232 St.  As my sweatshirt says, I’m kind of instrumental in the Henn, 

but I’m not here to talk about that.  What I’m here to talk about is a property on Hadden Ave. 

and comparing that to Resolution #3, where the Council decided to invest $223,000 to see 

something through.  All of the residents there are just asking, not for money, but for a little bit of 

time to see if something can be worked out.  You wouldn’t have to go very far to find a 

$300,000-$400,000 home because it is sitting there.  That’s all I have to say.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Cliff Bowers –22590 Edgecliff.  I’m not a resident of the Chardon Hill Neighborhood 

Association although like the Henn Mansion, I think Euclid is sitting here with a gem of a home.  

To put credence in this house at 2045 Hadden Road, today we received a letter from the 

Cleveland Restoration Society.  It says, the Cleveland Restoration Society and the Preservation 

Resource Center of Northeastern Ohio strongly encourages preservation of the residence located 

at 2045 Hadden Rd. in Euclid.  Historically associated with Pickens-Matthew Estate.  The staff 

of the society accompanied by a representative of the owner and Michael Campbell of the 

Chardon Hill Community Association visited this property in May, 1999.  The Society found the 

house to be architecturally significant and in a condition suitable for the rehabilitation.  It is the 

opinion of the Society that this property is worthy of local landmark designation and potentially 

eligible to the National Register of Historic Places for its architectural importance.  Though the 

historical background regarding the circa 1940 frame house is sketchy, its form and details 

physically represent a sophisticated interpretation of colonial architecture and suggests the work 

of an accomplished architect.  The Cleveland Restoration Society stands ready to provide any 

assistance that might be helpful in planning for the preservation of this important local historic 

landmark.  I urge the Administration and this City Council to please grant these people the 30 

days so the house is not torn apart by fire practice or torn down by the Sisters and give these 

residents the opportunity to see some of the kind of solution that may save this historic landmark. 

 

Mr. Dennis Berzinskas – 20890 S. Lake Shore Blvd.  Council thank you for doing something for 

cultural in the city, really appreciate it.  The other thing, Hadden.  You did something for one 

side of the city, now help the other side of the city.  You can make a big difference in that 

neighborhood by helping the Sisters get their water line and someone to fix up the home on 

Hadden.  Look at that house.  Go up there and take a look at it, I have.  You don’t see houses like 

this everyday.  Over 12 windows with massive chimneys on either side.  It is going to need work.  

It is not going to be a walk in the park, it is going to be expensive.  It is a beautiful home.  If you 

stand outside and look at it, you see yourself in Connecticut, not in Euclid.  You can do a lot to 

help another neighborhood.  You want to help the neighborhood on the lake, help the 

neighborhood on the hill.  Help bring about the fruition of water line and saving of a great house.  

Thank you. 

 

Mr. Harvey Mlachak – 23831 Lake Shore Blvd.  I want to congratulate you again tonight, you’ve 

been on a great give-away.  I’m going to cut what I have to say on this short because I have 

something much more important to say.  I think, I don’t know if many of you were on the 

Council at the time, but some years ago, didn’t the Tom Evert Dance Studio rent space at the 

Cultural Centre and fell behind over a year in the rent and they wanted to swap off a couple of 

dance parties in exchange for the rent?  I don’t think either one of these things took place.  I had 

a discussion with Mr. DeMinico this afternoon and I don’t know how far back your records go, 

but I’m not to sure they paid that rent off.  I don’t believe that was paid.  I don’t know how far 

back the records go, but I’m going to look into them.  I don’t think they left the Cultural Centre 

on the best of terms.  I’m not sure and I don’t know how to really prove.  I’m just going to say, I 

think that the city got stuck with some rent at that time.   

 I have to say that the people in the Administration are very good.  They are very great 

when you go to ask for some information, they’re more than happy to help you with it.  I 

appreciate their help very much. 

 What I want to say, you’ve heard me come here and when somebody should get a pat on 

the back, I’m the first one to give them a pat on the back.  I’m compelled to come forward to the 

defense of the VA hospital on Wade Park.  I’m sure many of you read the 4 part article in the 

Plain Dealer.  There was a lot of baloney in there.  I’ve been going to that hospital for about 5-6 

years.  We have an article in Sunday’s Plain Dealer by Mr. Campbell of Euclid.  Everything you 

have stated is true and correct.  To you Mr. Campbell I say, baloney.  Perhaps the next time you 

get facts how and when a patient comes to the system, he is treated with great disrespect from the 

many doctors. Mr. Campbell I say to you baloney.  
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Mr. Mlachak -  I’ve been at that place for 6-7 years.  His closing line is many of us were put in 

harms way are treated by America’s worst and ill-treated.  Mr. Campbell of Euclid, Ohio 

baloney.   

 I’ve been treated there with kindness, respect, dignity and compassion.  Nothing is so 

perfect that it cannot be improved.  They printed some horror stories in there about what 

happened to us veterans and we are part of the greatest generation.  You read every day of horror 

stories, mistakes, errors, misdiagnosis in private hospitals. Do some of these people think the 

people at the VA are infallible?  I don’t think so.  I had a young female doctor there.  Her name 

was Patricia Walsh.  Never has a more kind, compassionate doctor walked this earth.  Since then 

she has passed away.  When I read the obituary, I cried.  When I left the house, my wife always 

admonishes me to be nice.  I try.  With the statements made by Mr. Campbell of Euclid, Ohio, 

knocking the Veteran’s Administration, I have this to say to you Mr. Campbell, ......... 

 

Councilman Flowers moved to rise and report.  Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail seconded.  

Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

COUNCILMEN’S COMMENTS 

No Councilmen’s Comments due to the Mayor’s State of the City Address at the adjournment of 

the meeting. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

Councilwoman Miller moved to adjourn.  Councilwoman Valencic seconded.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Attest: 
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